in a digraph is a path with consecutive edges directed either fmtll towards or both away from their common vertex. An aneulerian &graph is a digraph that contains a closed antidirected path passing through each edge once. It is shown that in a 4-talent Eulerian digraph 9 every two distinct aneulerian subdigraphs are Z$C disjoint and the set af them cover the edges. A correspondence is given bet-&G cn the aneulerian subdigraphs of 9 and the l-&factors. Ihe main theorem states that an Eulerian digraph which has no bitalent vertices has an odd number of directed Eulerian paths iff it is a 4-valene aneulerian digraph.
IntrocIuction
An &&rian &graph is a digraph which contains a closed directed path passing through each edge once. It is immediate that a connected digraph is an Zulerian &graph iff the invalence equals the outvalence at each vertex. A 1-difactor in a &graph is a spanning subdigraph with invalence and outvalence equal to one. For the remainder of the paper we will use the terminology l-factor to mean 1-difactor and subgraph to mean subdigraph whenever there is no ambiguity.
It is shown in Theorem 2.1 that every edge in a 4-vaEent Eulerian digraph 23 is contained in a unique aneulerian subgraph I3 Theorems 2.2, 2.3, 2.4 a carres:pondense is given between the l-factors of 3 and the aneulerian subgraphs of 9. In Theorem 3.1 it is shown that the parity of the number of directed Eulerian paths in 9 is equal to the parity of the number of bipartitions of 9 into l-factors. The maIn result is given in Theorem 3.2 which states that an Eulerian digraph without bivaleat vertices has an odd number of directed E llerian yxths iff it is a 4-valent raph. In Section 4 the special c jse of 9 LI planar 4-valent grap Rold.
LG f be a l-factor with edge set J& Let ,s@ E A (9) and fet (et, e!, -l .) t%,) be thos set of edges of a# cyclically ordered as they occv t' in the unique ckmcd antic'irecied path in J& Set e, r+t = et and +z~,+~ = en. Now aeume a?E EF We wish to s.Sovi that this impties e& @! & and et+3 E EP Eet ul be the vertex common to t 7 and 49 tF1. Since ef and e P+* are consecutive edges in the antidirected path they are either both directed toward vi or both directed away fram ul. Assume without lass r,i gmeral't~~ that they are both directed towards iu,:Since f is d l-factor it contains exactly one edge which is directed toward vi which itnplks that f does not contain e;+,. Let Q.+~ he the tailof e&. Both err+! and t& a&-e directed away from B~+~. Since f contains one edge directed away from UC+ t and since it does not contain b& it must contain eF+2. It follows that f intersects SlB ii, a halfpath. NOW G# was chosen aTbit rarily from A (9) an& by Theorem 2.1 the set of anetilerisn subgraphs are edge disjoint awl :over the edges. It follows that the edges of f cmsist of the union of OX ha fpath from e;_=ch aneukrian subgrapl?.
Coavetsely the union of one haMpath from each aneu'ierian subgraph is the es-lge set of a I-betor. Let W be the subgraph of 9 whose edge set is the union of one h&path from each aueuleriau subgraph. Let H' be the complement subgraph of H.
mt of H' is the union of the halfpath not in K from each aneulerian c it is &U thlpt H and He bave the same ind.eglee and the same outdegree at each vertwt. Therefore H and W* have indegree and outdegree equal to each vertex implying that H and H' are l-factors. By Theorem 2.2 we obtain a l-factor of 9 hy choosing a halfpath from each aneukrian subgraph of 9 and this gives us all the l-factors. There are 2*"'@) ways of doing this. From the proof of Theorem 2.2 we see that the complement subgraph of a l-factor is a l-factor. It follows that the number of bipartitions of 9 into l-factors is 2"'f51'/2 = 2~t48)-r.
Dir&d Eulerian paths
The following theorem was given by Aardenne-Ehrenfest and de Bruijn [I] which we will refer to as Theorem AB. 
It is immediate from this theorem that an Eulerian digraph having a vertex with indegree greater than two has an even number of directed Eulerian paths. Therefore the only Eulerian digraphs that can have an odd number of directed Eulerian paths excluding graphs with bivalent vertices are 4-vqlent Eulerian digraphs.
The following theorem gives ZI connection between the directed Eulerian paths and the l-factors of a 4-valent Euierian digraph. ttach point of intersection. Graph theoretically speaking a curve in a 4-valent undirected graph G is a subgraph of G whose edges can be put in a cyclic sequence such that consecutive edges in the sequence are incident at a vertex but not at a faix. &sider the digraph a0 obtained from G by directing the edges around each face in the tame direction such that the outside face is directed counterclockwise.
The following theorem is immediate.
l'lm~~~ 4.1. The aneukri~n sub&graphs of a0 are in l-l correspolodence wt th the CUrWS of sib.
The aneulerian subdigraphs of 9a become the curves of G when the direction on the edges of 90 is removed. Using this reriult and Theorem 3.2 we obtain the following known theorem [4] . 
Proof.
Theore.% 4.2 follows from Theorem 3.2 and 4.1 with the observation that an Eulerian path in G where consecutive edges in the path belong to a common face corresponds tc\ a directed Eulerian path in &.
Unshed problem
It is possible to direct a planar 4-valent graph which consists of more than one curve SO that it is Eulerian and aneulerian as seen in Fig. 1 . However every 4-valent Eulerian planar graph in which all faces have an even number of edges canno? be directed so that it is aneulerian. The problem of determining which 4-valent graphs can be directed so that they are Eulerian and aneulerian appears to be nontrivial. In particular the referee posed the problem: is it true that a 4-valent grs ph with an CKM circuit can be so a5 tc be ane
